
Project Chemist I

 

Position Information

Employer:

Jacobs Technology

Division:

N/A

Title:

Project Chemist I

Number of Openings:

1

Description:

This position is located at Dugway Proving Ground, UT. The successful candidate will

be responsible for the following: Utilize professional knowledge of chemistry to

develop, direct and execute specific experiments/projects and training events within

the Special Programs Division. The successful candidate must be comfortable

working with various Military, EOD, SOF and Intelligence Community personnel, and

dealing with subject matter experts in homemade explosives and chemical /

biological warfare defense. The bulk of the responsibilities involve the training of

military units in practical and theoretical aspects of chemical warfare, and explosives.

The training events include lecture, laboratory demonstrations of chemical warfare

concepts (synthesis, detection, decontamination, etc), and the set up of field training

exercises. The training events often require long hours of standing and speaking to

audiences (and occasional travel, weekend work, nighttime or offsite operations, or

extended hours). The candidate will be responsible for developing training materials

(PowerPoint briefings, laboratory exercises, SOPs, improvised lab equipment, and

other props to make the training as realistic as possible), exercises, and scenarios

that accurately portray the hazards and difficulties involved with the handling of these

dangerous materials (explosives and chemical warfare agents). They may also rarely

serve as a technical specialist related to chemical defense testing. When doing so,

they will provide laboratory support to other project scientists and test directors within

specified project scope. They will also be responsible for generating, analyzing, and

reporting data for assigned projects. They will be responsible for collecting and

maintaining documentation of laboratory work for assigned projects. They will ensure

compliance with protocol standards, processes, and techniques used in chemistry

labs, and overall quality and project integrity. The successful candidate must also

meet eligibility requirements to obtain and maintain a Department of Defense

Security Clearance.

Location:

Location #1
City

Dugway

State/Province

Utah

Country

United States

How To Apply

To be considered for any open

position please log-in to

Jacobs.com. Positions in Dugway

will be found under the Aerospace,

defense & automotive section.

Applications accepted via:

Other

Important Dates

Posted On:

October 13, 2014

Applications Accepted Until:

November 08, 2014

Contact Information

James Phelps

,

james.phelps@jacobs.com
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Position Type:

Full Time - Position requires >35 hrs/week

Desired Major(s):

College of Physical Science & Engineering/Chemistry

Job Function:

Agriculture/Natural Resources/Environment

Qualifications:

Masters degree (or equivalent training and experience) in chemistry, other physical

science, or engineering from an accredited college or university approved by the

department of Higher Education and a minimum of one (1) year of laboratory

experience. Able to work with or around highly toxic materials. Must clearly

demonstrate capability to effectively generate and obtain data, evaluate data, define

problems, and design experiments. Must be capable of planning and executing a

project with nominal guidance. Must be proficient in gas chromatography,

spectroscopy, or other analytical instrumentation used in a laboratory. Must be

competent in computer software (MS Word, Excel, Outlook, PowerPoint and email.

Your ability to obtain and maintain the US Government security clearance or a

favorable National Agency Check Inquiry (NACI) is necessary to perform the tasks of

the position for which you are being employed, as well as any subsequent positions

to which you may be assigned. If you do not currently have the appropriate security

clearance of NACI, you will have ten (10) days to obtain an interim security clearance

or a favorable NACI. Failure to receive an interim clearance within ten (10) days of

the submission of your eQIP questionnaire to DSS will render this offer null and void,

additionally, failure to obtain and maintain a final security clearance or NACI will

result in the termination of your employment.
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